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About This Game

Wild Animals - Animated Jigsaws

"Animated Jigsaws" is a jigsaw puzzle game with videos instead of pictures.
"Wild Animals - Animated Jigsaws" contains moving images of lion,tiger,elephant,giraffe,gorilla,zebra,koala,kangaroo,giant

panda and surprised king penguin colony.

Features

Easy-to-play traditional jigsaw puzzle

Valuable 10 animated scenes of wild animals

3 sizes for each puzzle: 60, 240 and 350 pieces

Saves time spent completing each puzzle and each size

Separate edge and inner pieces

Each piece snaps into place for stress-free experience
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Ability to snap individual pieces together

Save a puzzle half way and continue later
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Title: Wild Animals - Animated Jigsaws
Genre: Casual, Simulation
Developer:
BottleCube inc.
Publisher:
BottleCube inc.
Release Date: 7 Nov, 2016
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English,Japanese
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I just finish the game and here's my review.

Lemuria: Lost in Space is ok. Early in the game i was enjoying exploring the ship and uncovering various weapons until I
died...and died. unfortunately, this game has a very difficult survival aspect to it. I played on normal difficulty and struggled to
find coolant and batteries and had to spend all my level up points torwards upgrading my coolant and energy to counter it. That
didn't help much which caused me to start to rush to complete my tasks since surviving in this game is really close.

Half-way in the game I realized I needed hacker points allocated which required me to use an item to reset my skillz which
really ticked me off since the game requires you to have that in your level up build to progress. late in the game, I got so low of
energy, i couldn't get passed a group of enemies, my only option was to either start over the game or "cheat", I chose the latter.
(again, because of the lack of resources which drain way to fast)

I imagine this game would have been more fun for more if I had played on easy, so I will give this game a thumbs up because of
that. All those cons below are based on my experience so if your in for challenge...play on normal otherwise play on easy!

Pros
+ good story
+ good setting\/atmosphere
+ fun puzzles

Cons
- very difficult on normal (can't imaging the hard difficult)
- lack of resources
- required hacker skillz
- had to rush through the game to survive

Here's a link to my finished video walkthrough playlist in case you need help. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/playlist?list=PLJ4nRRZoj255oMUIvpD29DoiO9Y8V1K3T. If you landed here on impulse; make
the purchase.
I used to play GunZ: The Duel, and I felt instantly at home with this game.
Sure you're can't K style, but the feeling of dominating your opponent through real time calculated decisions, a parry, a grab, or
the satisfying feeling of offing your foe with a gruesome ultimate finisher.

The community is small- but I haven't been able to not play if I wanted to due to lack there of.
Been looking for a pvp game to play without having to put too much effort into grinding\/leveling and this is perfect.

You can customize your character and will recieve equipment after matches, weight\/endurance mechanic with armor, etc.
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Only complaint is WHERE DA SPEARS AT?! lmao.
. Great mod for Company of Heroes, best one in my oppinion only second to Blitzkrieg. A must try!. This is the most disgusting
thing I have ever seen in my life. I think this would be a great game to give to kids to teach them about photosynthesis and how
plants grow. It has some variety of plants and some balancing of resources involved with two modes, a turn-based strategy mode
and a live-action classic mode.

However, the game is somewhat linear and simple and can be mastered in just a few hours of play. It can get repetitive and
doesn't have much in the way of content.

As a possibly more fun way to learn about plant life, I give it a thumbs up. As a game... I'd probably give it a thumbs down. It
isn't worth playing or paying for as a game.. Pros
-Rather pretty at high detail.
-Unique setting.
-Interesting story.
-Seems rather lengthy, so you're definitely getting a lot of bang for your buck.
-Alternating the characters brings variety.
-Overall fun to play, and I like the message that Kingdom Games is putting out there.

Cons
-Not perfect, I've encountered a few bugs but they weren't game breaking.
-No co-op.

I certainly would (and have) recommended this title to friends.
. Only if you like bananas
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Verlies 2 is a good game. It's not for everyone though, for mulitple reasons :
-It's a rogue-like, with permadeath. You die -> you retry.
-You CAN SAVE, but you only save your actual run, if you die you must restart from the beginning.
-It's HARD, and you must learn to play without any help.
-Game mecanisms remind A LOT old games with raw gameplay.
-Comics-style graphics, you love it or you hate it.
-English is approximate... but the developper apologize with humor and self mockery.

Well then, why is it good ?
-the game is hard, so when you finally learn how to play, it's very rewarding.
-Looting is very fun. Each item found has a value. You can equip or sell it (and more). The economy is great. Gold has an actual
and vital value, unlike in many hack and slashes.
-Levelling offers a lot of variety with multiple skills.
-Crafting, weapon enhancements...
-You play, you crawl trough the dungeon, you die "WTF I STILL HAD 5 LIFE POTIONS WHAT A
DUMB\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665I AM \u00a7\u00a7", you restart. I guarantee it. Verlies 2
is this kind of a game, "what if I made just another run ?" And another one, and another one... It's addictive.. Really Fun!
Easy Puzzle!. It is a short, yet fun game that lets you go through a small obstacle course that features randomized rooms for
every playthrough.

Please take that into consideration that this game has a rather large space requirement of 4x3m. I was able to play it with
3.3x2.4m but I had to leave the chaperone borders here and there (which should work if you planned in an arm length of buffer
around your playarea).

Works well with the HTC Vive on a GTX970\/i5-2500k setup.. Synopsis: It's not bad.

The gameplay the staple Lego collect-a-thon that was popularized by Lego Star Wars 1&2 with few adjustments here and there
to make this game stand out from others. I did experience a game breaking glitch were the Indiana Jones characters were
prevented from jumping, this was fixed by going into settings and enabling "V-sync".

The visuals are okay, they are really not that impressive.
The sound was ripped straight from the movies so it's pretty good.

The story is the same as the movies, I would strongly recommend watching them before playing this game.

This is my personal favorite Lego game, I do recommend it.
It takes 20-25 hours to 100% beat the game and I rate it a 6/10.. Freebie should actually be a Free game...
What you do in this game is you toss a ball at a spinning stick. Hoping to get it to the other color (or colour). And that's what you
do for the whole game. Oh and you get three lives. But, if you really into puzzle games and wanting something cheap... Here's
your game. If IIf I saved my money, I could've spent $5 at KFC, to buy chicken!
. Not my favorite ND game, but also not on the bottom of my list. While I enjoy the puzzles in Trail of the Twister, the dialogue
is unimpressive. I wish they spent a little more time on character development, and a little less time forcing me to catch mice.
All in all, I enjoy this game, but its not one of those ND staples I can play over and over again.. Nice little game. Bit too short in
my opinion so not really worth the money if im honest. Not enough exploration and certainly not long enough to really get in to.
Not really challenging but still a good little game. The story is interesting enough to pass some time. It was quite short though
and I wished it had gone on for longer than it did. The backgrounds, although not very visually detailed, were pretty enough. The
faces of the characters were a bit oddly proportioned under certain expressions and were not consistent enough across changes
in facial expression; the artist needs a bit more practice with faces. Also I suggest following those "anime" eye rules; pinpoint-
irises tend to look like bad guys whereas larger irises look warmer, amiable, and trustworthy. The music was good enough; felt a
bit repetitive but then again I think that might be a problem with the genre in general; perhaps reduce the sense of repetitiveness
with introduction of ambient sound and event sounds. More intervening event images would also help. And although it was only
less than a handful of instances, probably 2 (but i cannot recall), tidy up the grammar.

All in all, i guess I will have to give it a recommendation because its good enough for the price, which is free. I don't see why
people should avoid a free story-with-accompanying-art experience.. love it worth the price for fans of the hidden object type
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games

“Jigsaw Masterpieces”has just been released !!:
Our new digital jigsaw puzzle game "Jigsaw Masterpieces"! Free to play game includes the Trial Pack!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/977490/. Trading Cards have been added to Wild Animals!:
Thank you for waiting.
Trading Cards have been added to Wild Animals!. Trading Cards:
We will prepare Steam Trading Cards by the end of this year. Please wait a while.
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